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Free IDS webinars on machine vision with
AI

How can you realize new image processing applications with Artificial

Intelligence (AI)? What are the advantages compared to classical

image processing - and how do you get started with the cutting-edge

technology?

Join our free webinars and learn how your application can benefit from AI.

We will show you how easy it is to integrate IDS NXT ocean into automation

environments and to realize individual applications. Our complete AI

solution requires no prior knowledge of deep learning, programming or

image processing - See for yourself!

Target Group: Users who want to create or optimize machine vision

solutions by using artificial intelligence.

Content: Learn more about the IDS NXT ocean all-in-one inference camera

complete solution, its components, how they work and how they interact

with each other. Learn about the typical workflow for creating and using a

neural network using live examples. We will also teach you the basics of the

REST interface and communication via it.

Webinar 1: Integration of IDS NXT ocean in Factory Automation

Date: Monday, June 15, 2020

Time: 3:30 pm - 4:30 pm (CEST)

Registration deadline:

Thursday, June 11, 8:00 pm

(CEST)

Location:

Online

Date: Wednesday, June 17, 2020

Time: 8:30 am - 9:30 am (CEST)

Registration deadline:

Sunday, June 14, 8:00 pm (CEST)

Location:

Online

Target Group: Engineers and specialists who want to integrate IDS NXT
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inference cameras into their automation environment.

Content: In terms of access to and data exchange with external systems,

IDS NXT cameras differ from standard industrial cameras, which mainly

serve as image suppliers for PC-based image processing. For this reason,

IDS NXT cameras have interfaces that are better suited for IoT-type

application scenarios than GenICam, for example. In this seminar you will

learn how to integrate IDS NXT cameras into your automation environment.

Benefits: Based on a live examples, you will learn how to easily install and configure an IDS NXT system for data exchange with external systems. You will

be able to integrate an inference camera into your automation system and communicate via the REST interface with the IDS NXT devices.

Prerequisites: You should already have an overview of the hardware and software components of the IDS NXT platform, such as the camera models of the

IDS NXT series, the IDS NXT cockpit and the training software IDS lighthouse and their basic tasks and functions. For preparation we recommend the IDS

NXT ocean basic webinar.

Language: English

Webinar 2: Deep Learning Basics and Approaches with IDS NXT ocean

Date: Wednesday, June 24, 2020

Time: 3:30 pm - 4:30 pm (CEST)

Registration deadline:

Sunday, June 21, 10:00 pm

(CEST)

Location:

Online

Date: Thursday, June 25, 2020

Time: 8:30 am - 9:30 am (CEST)

Registration deadline:

Monday, June 22, 10:00 pm

(CEST)

Location:

Online

Target Group: Technical professionals who want to get into Deep Learning

to solve machine vision applications.

Content:

CNN fundamentals
Recap IDS NXT ocean workflow
Training a CNN - what happens once you hit the "train" button
Approaching Deep Learning solutions

Good Deep Learning Problems
Setting up a data set
Frequent mistakes and best practices

Outlook on pre-development topics
Multi classifier
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Object detection
Attention maps

Benefits: The participants will be introduced into the fundamentals of Deep Learning in image processing and learn guidelines for identifying and

approaching deep learning solutions with IDS NXT ocean.

Prerequisites: None

Language: English


